**LEDBOLRL**

**Round LED Bollard with Louvers**

**Product Description**
Architectural-grade bollard for pathway, walkway lighting, courtyard and low-level pedestrian lighting.

**Product Specifications**
- **Material:** Extruded aluminum housing. Vandal resistant screws are provided for attaching top and bottom portion. Tempered glass diffuser is protected by clear acrylic lens which is sealed with a gasket
- **Finish:** Black powder coat
- **Mounting:** Set of 3 anchor bolts included for concealed mounting and sturdy installation
- **Rating:** Outdoor, wet location IP65 rated
- **LED System:** Built-in, integrated LED system with excellent thermal management. LED bezel with downward orientation to maximize peripheral illumination and for dark-sky compliance
- **Illumination:** Clear acrylic lens maximizes light distribution while reducing glare
- **Dimensions:** 39 \(\frac{1}{2}\) inches in height by 6 \(\frac{3}{8}\) inches in width
- **Weight:** 14 lbs.

**LED Specifications**
- **Power:** 25 Watt
- **Lumens:** 1,850 lumens
- **Color:** 4000K
- **Voltage:** 120-277
- **Operating Temp.:** -40F to 140F
- **Lifespan:** 50,000 hours
- **Warranty:** 5 Years
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